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Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
' = ?7 ,+وری7 و !3= 0/.- ح/, :/!7289 !�415 !123+6- ا!415 !123+ 0/.- ,+وري ا'& %$�ب ا! ��ة :ب

$9�:A/آ . BBB-'/C 415!ة اD$!  E�$F! �GF9ا!$2/ح آ I0 �,�  ...آ9

   %3M�K -F= أي 41K؟:ن

  ...ی41K -95 اE ,P هNا ا!415 !123+:ب

  ... آF�- و :45ه/:ن

ك %23+ و ذا, Y/دي و آW28M 6- ا!S+یRM! ,V�41ي آGFM- آ�T:P -G ا!�T2 ا, یTU' -95 ا!S+ی7R صDة ا!415:ب

-G!ا .Mة آD$!4ار0= :45 ا�! -'/C I?+ ,و+SU9و آ ��ر K/د ذی& ا!7K/8 آS1�I ا!�ا!4. آ5?+9SU! 45: =0 ,-%�, أ\

-!�� ا!  :N1و آ -%/FK دPن. و�3�زی9/ ؟ ' = آUM9+ر`� D_0 ...' = .9^ آ49ی+و 6-, آ31�! �GF9آ = ' Pاو

2SF!اb .4ااc! d1e ا!$2/ح I0 ن�3Mا!4ة آ��ش ا!� g دی/ل ا! �!- هNاك ا!A9/ر ا!A9/ر 0/ آ/'96 = هNاك, !�3 . d1Sآ

� ' = و MFK- و آ5MF/و'� ' = 0= :45 ا!N:1 7 آ5M9/و'� . !4cا :N91= و آ�دی/لآ/0 icG!ا -�K , !180/ل دی/ل ا -!�

-G!و ذاك ا . g ! P7 اوS1R8!ا ��j'/4او و آcM9آk��j9آ i0/آ -!��ا , ف آ/ن BBB و 0= :45 آ49ی+و :�!U/.ا! A9.

�!U/ف؟ ::-!�ی95- 0= ...0= ا!1S /ن, e+ف ا!+ی7, 0= ا!R�ed+ف , e+ف 0= ا!423ة, �!U/ف آN\/9و ا!423ة دی/ل ا! 

5� هNوك , '�ع 0= ا!g G,  و آN\/9و ه� آ31�ن 16^ وح4 ا!7F Gا!3+ش دی/!^SR1و آ�5SRM1او :45ه/ و آ�GM1و آ ...

�!iA, ه� 'A/ر ا!415R' n18' -!ا! /?7 أ ,A'415!ر ا/ ,Pش إ+SU% /0 -M\49ي أK /'ل ا/ : +SUآ/ی= أ!- ی , V2e -c2Mآ

 -!��ىا!798 و SU% -c2%+ :/!423ة ه- ا!��!7 0= ا! GMو و آ/ی= ا!9. 190= آ+SUا آ/ی= ا!9/س أ!- یNA6/-!س أ ��j1آ 

 7!��ی7 ا!��!7 !�423ة و حM- یSU+و :/!423ة ه- ا!�G!ي ا�G9اك و آNه �5SR90= :45 آ BBBاكNاك 0= :45 0/ , هNه i8c'

-G!ر, ا/cت ص/Uی+e gه�5SR9آd1S` 4وG9و آ  , BBB ؟d1S` -M6+K!دی/ل ا sی+e i4و آG9ذی& آ �'�423ة و آ39

/Aی�ا!1S /ن , ا!R�d, ا!+ی7, ا!423ة.  آ49ی+وهg 6- هNاك !d1SRو, هNاك ا!7F G, ا!95S` 7K/8/ ا!e 7F G+اف و آ9�

�اوGM11= و آ�آ/0 kآ/ی. آ41ی+وA�7= أ!- ی/آF G!/: g ,7F G!/: gA�3' /0 /'دی=, أ/K +1Y gA1c29اك . آNاو و ه�GM1آ

 t2j!ا I0 k� 6- ا1KP/د اP\+ى آ49ی� .ی/رات6- هNاك ا!A9/ر آ42Mا ا!t. ي 0= :45 0/ آ4cM9او و هNاك ا!G-و أ%/آ9/آ�

�. 6- ا!415 !123+ آ49ی� :�U/ف, ا! ��ى:�$Mآ d1SR! اكN4ی^ 0, ه% ��یuA/ آ1Y+ هGM ,ي�G0 u'�آGFM- . 0/ ی3

�!U/ف دی/!^ , ! 4: ��!U/ف و آ51/ود ی1S5& ه: ^1S5Mدی/!^ آ -!�  و آNوق 0= ا! 

N: You eat too much… 

  ...41K ا!SU+ه9/ :4ل ا! ��ى آ421ا ا!� P g'^ ...  و أ!- P -'/C k49K -M1G0%/ي و:ب

� رحM- ی4ی& اPآiو   you knowح4أ  49K ا!2F/درة 6- إیS/ر ا!y/5�7؟ F! D_0/ %+وح-:ن! -Mاو ح T: 7�y/5!6- ا 

  49K ا!|1+ان؟ 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


3�ن DK`7 `+ی72 ...  وا\49K -GF% 7 ا!|1+ان:بMا!|1+ان آ -�K g�3M% ن�3Mن ا!|1+ان و آP6 ی2/ : /ل+R% �'�313

هNي ه- ا!5MF/رف K�A1/ . ی4R%uAر U ,4% /0/ف او %4Rر D_0ا!2�!%49K -GFهg و آ2M/رك !gA ا!415 و آ4Mی�gA . ا!5/ی�7

�k ی2/ت حM- آsG91 0= ا!4م . آ4Mي :�!U/ف�j9ر و آ/A9!اك اNه uه�8F90/ آ -!�ا!4c !1^ . أ!- 16^ و هNاك ا!G-ا! 

71'/C 7?/ح -'/C 4ي !1^. آ421ىc!نا��!- آISRM1 ا! آ31  , gف وح4ه/M�اكی95- آNو ه .        

 
 
English translation: 

 
B: As for the big Eid, it is not necessary to bake sweets, but my family does make them. 
We wake up in the morning and go to the mosque for Eid prayers. 
N: Which Eid is this? 
B: The big Eid – it is Eid al-Adha1…  
N: You finish and then… 
B: For Eid prayers— In the same way, people wear new clothes and remember the name 
of God on the way. After the prayer, people go back to their houses and we have 
breakfast. After breakfast, my father, brothers and cousins would sacrifice the goat. Then 
the family divides for duties; we [the girls] go to the kitchen and my mother would have 
made lunch that morning. On that day [the first day], we do not eat the meat of the goat. 
After slaughtering the goat, my family and aunt share the duties of preparing the goat. 
Then we eat lunch. We leave the goat untouched for that day. After that, we make bulfaf. 
What is bulfaf? We take the goat’s liver, heart, lungs and the diaphragm and we roast 
them, and then we cut them into pieces. First, let me say that some people do not like to 
eat breakfast on the day of Eid. My sister, for instance, likes to follow the sunna2 of the 
prophet Mohamed (peace be upon him) and so she likes to have the goat’s liver for 
breakfast. But there are people who do have a normal breakfast and others who prefer to 
have the liver for breakfast on that day.  After we roast the liver and the other stuff, we 
cut them into small pieces, and then we take a long stick and put the liver and other 
things that have been wrapped in fat, and we roast them. Some people like to have them 
with the fat, but I do not. We eat it with bread and tea after we have lunch. Also, on that 
day, we start visiting each other. So, in other Eids, people would take sweets with them 
when visiting, but for the big Eid, people take bulfaf. But we take it fresh – before it is 
roasted. So, whenever you visit someone, you bring bulfaf and they give you some of 
their bulfaf – you get to taste from their goat. 
N: You eat too much? 
B: Also, when you visit people, they give you tea and, instead of sweets, you eat meat 
because it is Eid al-Adha.  
N: Is this tradition of—when visiting people, they give you food—true only for family 
members or is it also the same when you visit other people, like neighbors? 
B: It is also true when visiting neighbors because, when you talk about neighbors, there is 
always this close relationship with them. So, they are almost like family members; you 

                                                 
1 Eid el Adha:  “The Feast of the Sacrifice”: One of the most important religious holidays for Muslims, 
commemorating and re-enacting Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ishmael to God, and God’s 
provision of a lamb as a substitute. 
2 Sunna: A saying or practice of the Prophet Mohammed.  



would visit them, congratulate them and give them bulfaf. You can also choose to not 
bring them anything, but the common thing is to take bulfaf with you. We do not touch 
the goat; we let it sit for the night so that it dries from all the blood. The following day, 
we start other things. On the second day, we cut the goat into pieces – I mean, we would 
leave the shoulder part aside and things like that.  
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